ANNEXURE - VII
FCI SPORTS PROMOTION BOARD
CODE OF CONDUCT FOR SPORTS MEN/WOMEN

Doe’s & Don’ts

The player/players/Team/Teams shall…………………………………………………………

a) Show complete and unflinching solidarity and identify with the team and shall not do anything by work or action that might go against the reputation or interest of the team/organization.

b) Be cooperative and maintain friendly, correct and honest relations with other members of the team. He should contribute his mite to smoothen away any differences which might arise amongst the members of the team.

c) Be loyal and obedient to his team Captain/Manager/Coach and implicitly follow the instructions given by the Captain/Manager/Coach.

d) Rightly follow the training schedule laid down for him. It is most essential to maintain a high degree physical fitness which is the key to success in all fields of sports.

e) Not register himself/herself or assist any club unless prior permission is obtained from SPB/ZSPC/RSPC as the case may be.

f) Not participate in any tournaments/coaching camp other than FCI tournaments/coaching camp without prior permission form SPB/ZSPC/RSPC as the case may be.

g) Not use any intoxicant or dope for improving his performance.

h) Not refuse to participate in any tournament/sports fixtures when entered by the SPB/ZSPC/RSPC without sufficient reasons.

i) Be modest in victory and graceful in defeat and behave in a sportsman like manner in all respects.

j) Not violate/contest the decision of the referee/umpire/official and shall also not threaten by words, action or postures, the referee/officials etc. during and after the tournament. The decision of the Umpire/Referee is final and is not open to question.

k) Observe the rules and regulations of the game/event in true spirit of sportsmanship.